
WSU Master Gardener Foundation Meeting Minutes        7/8/2014 
 
If you see your name in ALL CAPS and RED you have a task to do! 
 
Attendees: 
Jody Burns, Kris Bayas, Nancy Forker, Mary Carlson, Pegi Groundwater, Sylvia McKinney, Julia Turney,  Kate Yturri 
 
Spring Garden Workshop Report: 

Only one speaker charged a fee, others donated fee back to WSU MG. 
Consider changing date to earlier in spring or in fall because date is late for spring gardening information. 
Motion made to have a workshop in Oct. 2015 and passed by unanimous vote. 
Posters on ferries for publicity 
Jobs for workshop: Workshop coordinator, Program planning, and Fundraising 
$225 was spent for speakers expense/4 lunches ordered but not claimed. 
Possibility of increasing cost of workshop but board does not want to do this, but agree with increasing late 
registration fee. 

KATE will check with speakers to present in spring 2015 
Breakout discussion: 
 Possibility of doing intensive workshop for 2 hrs. intensive, while also doing one hour workshops. 

Longer presentations and repeating so speakers could have more time to present because of the time involved 
for travel here and commitment. 

 
MOA: Discussion about minor changes. Pegi moved to accept changes in MOA. All voted in favor. 
 
Annual Meeting discussion: Possibility of awards for those who do exemplary volunteer work. Also discussed   
appropriate time for meeting as so few attended in June.  
 
Need someone with WEB experience to maintain foundation web site. Clarification of membership to foundation 
reiterated again on web site. Possibly have a sign up for access to MGF records. 
JODY will talk to Dolly about migrating the blog to MGF site.  
 
Appreciation Luncheon: JODY will do publicity page about MGF purpose. PEGI will do a financial breakdown handout. 
 
Treasurers Report: Net $6200 due to the SGW, committees are doing well with budget. IRS filing fee was actually $850. 
Financial policies and procedures are being developed. More clarification needed on budget and what is allocated to 
each island.  
 
NPS income has decreased. Discussion about left over plants and possibly getting different plants. Maybe doing a 
presentation on the NPS before the actual sale. Possibility of coordinating the NPS with the spring/fall speaker about 
“garden planning”.  
 
JODY will talk to Jane G. and Kris about ways to support the NPS.  She will also talk to Dolly about a link on the web site 
to describe native plants.  She also feels there should be move visible presence on the SJC web site about NPS.  
 
Nominating Committee: Nancy is working on coordinating the committee. Nancy, Sylvia and possibly Dianne Brooks. 
Need a rep from San Juan Island on committee. 
 
Next Meeting set for Tues. 9/23/14 on Orcas due to scheduling conflicts.  
 
Respectfully submitted by Mary Carlson, secretary. 


